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General Information  

  
    Herein are the guidelines that will be used to coordinate The Quran Spelling Bee(Q-Bee) at the school 

level and the inter-Islamic school level (“IQra Competition”).  Please read these rules in its entirety. We 

encourage the teachers, parents, spellers and the respective school’s Quran Spelling Bee officials to 
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familiarize themselves with these rules. The Quran Spelling Bee officials are the Quran Spelling Bee 

coordinator, pronouncer, and the judge. Each school should have these officials at their school level as 

there will be at the IQra level. Decisions made by each individual school regarding their school level 

Quran Spelling Bee are final.    

Purpose    

It is very important to understand the motivation for initiating The Quran Spelling Bee and expanding it 

citywide as well as nationally insha Allah. The purpose of Q-Bee is as follows:   

1. To learn the accurate spelling of The Quran Words.    

2. To learn to pronounce The Words of The Quran correctly.   

3. To learn to write The Quran (Words) without any mistakes (Just by hearing it).   

4. To learn the meaning of The Quran Words.   

5. Most importantly, getting familiar with The Quran Words in the above 4 respects, to help 

understand The Quran.   

بَُّروا "  َر أُولُو اْْلَْلبَاِب ِكتَاٌب أَنَزْلنَاهُ إِلَْيَك ُمبَاَرٌك لِّيَدَّ   Allah Subhanahu wa taala said in The Quran: "  آيَاتِِه َولِيَتََذكَّ

(Meaning: This is a book we have revealed it to you Blessed that they may ponder over its verses and may 

be reminded those of understanding), so the Q-Bee is a good way to ponder over the Quran and its verses.   

Note that:   

1. The same Word in The Quran may have more than one meaning; it depends on which sentence 

The Word is it.   

2. Words with same letters but different harakat are totally different in their meanings, so it is very 

important to spell the harakah of each letter.   

3. Some Words in The Quran are written differently in Arabic language, so we will adhere to the 

way The Quran Words are written in The Quran.    

4. The way The Quran is written is called Errasm el-uthmani (Uthmani rasm).  

5. The terms that explain the rules of Tajweed are not taken into consideration in Quran Spelling 

Bee.   

6. The scholars of Quran language have added some letters which are not original  so people can 

read The Quran correctly and without any mistakes, such as the small Alif,which we  call Alif 

sagheera in Quran Spelling Bee.   
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7. If the letter Ya comes at the end of a Word: in The Quran it is written without two points, in order 

that the student differentiates between ya and Alif maqsura; in Q-Bee, the two points are added 

(and the spelling is letter ya).   

8. If the speller says Alif instead of  Alif sagheera (Small Alif) then it is considered as a warning,   

Eligibility to participate in IQra   
1. The speller must be officially enrolled and attend the Islamic school (or the Sunday/Weekend 

Islamic school) it will represent in IQra.   

2. A speller who attends an Islamic school may NOT represent a Sunday/Weekend school.   

3. A speller must be officially enrolled in the grade (level) that it will represent in IQra.   

4. The speller must be a declared 1
st
, 2

nd
 or 3

rd
 place champion of the grade level by the Islamic 

school (or the Sunday/Weekend Islamic school) that he/she will represent.   

5. Once a speller is disqualified/not declared a champion of the Islamic school (or Sunday/Weekend   

Islamic school) he/she tried to represent in IQra (by competition in that school’s Quran Spelling   

Bee) then the speller cannot try to enter IQra competition through another school such as 

Sunday/Weekend Islamic school.   

6. The speller cannot compete in both a full time Islamic school AND a weekend Islamic school 

Quran Spelling Bee.   

7. The speller cannot compete in more than one weekend Islamic school Quran Spelling Bee.   

8. The speller cannot be related to the pronouncer or the judge of the competition the speller is 

competing in. The relation being sibling, parent, grandparent, aunt, uncle, niece, nephew, half 

sibling, or first cousin. If this conflict occurs then  the judge/pronouncer can be changed.   

   
   

Format   

1. Each grade level will have its own competition to decide the top 3 winner. The top 3 winners from 

each grade will compete in their level competition of the school.   

2. There are 4 levels to the IQra competition:    

a. Level 1 (elementary): KG to Grade 2  

b. Level 2 (elementary): 3 to Grade 5  

c. Level 3 (middle school): Grade 6 to Grade 8   
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d. Level 4 (high school): Grade 9 to Grade 12   

3. Each level will have its own competition.   

4. There will be 3 winners for each level (1
st
 place, 2

nd
 place, 3

rd
) from each school that is 

participating in IQra.    

5. The 3 winners of level 1 will compete with 3 winners of level 1 from each school that is also 

participating in IQra.   

6. The 3 winners of level 2 will compete with 3 winners of level 2 from each school that is also 

participating in IQra.   

7. The 3 winners of level 3 will compete with 3 winners of level 3 from each school that is also 

participating in IQra.   

8. The 3 winners of level 4 will compete with 3 winners of level 4 from each school that is also 

participating in IQra.  

9. The Quran Spelling Bee and IQra will be conducted in an oral format.   

10. The pronouncer will say The Quran Word. The speller will repeat The Quran Word, spell it then 

say it again. Lastly, the speller will say the meaning of The Quran Word.   

11. As the speller spells the word and says the meaning, the judge will check the speller spelling and 

meaning against The Quran Words Spelling List (1437/2016)  

12. The judge will then say “that is the correct spelling” or “that is not the correct spelling” and then 

will say “that is the correct meaning” or “that is not the correct meaning”.   

13. If the spelling and meaning is correct, the speller goes back to his/her seat.   

14. If the spelling and /or meaning is not correct, the judge will indicate her judgment according to the 

“rules of spelling” below.   

15. After the judgment is given, the speller goes back to his/her seat.   

16. At the end of each round, the speller(s) who became out in that round will then move to the 

audience seating.    

Pronouncer’s Responsibility   

1. The pronouncer strives to pronounce The Words according to the rules of Tajweed with 

consideration of the haraqah associated with each letter of The Quran Word. The pronouncer will 

do this to the best of his/her ability insha Allah.    
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2. If the speller request pronouncer to repeat The Word, the pronouncer will do so willingly. The 

pronouncer’s role is ONLY to pronounce The Word(s). The pronouncer should not say any more 

than pronounce The Word(s).   

Judge’s Responsibility   

1. The role of the judge is to uphold the “Rules for The Quran Spelling Bee 1437-2016”.   

2. The judge makes sure that all spellers and audience members reviewed the “Rules for The Quran 

Spelling Bee 1437-2016”.    

3. The judge decides whether or not Quran Word is spelled correctly.   

4. The judge decides whether or not The Quran Word’s meaning is stated correctly.   

5. The judge’s decisions are final on all questions.   

6. The judge should look at the speller who should face judge while spelling.   

7. If a clarification is needed the judge will participate in an exchange with the speller.   

8. The judge compares the pronouncer’s pronunciation with the rules of Tajweed and consideration 

of the haraqah associated with each letter of The Words in the Q Spelling Bee Word List 2016. If 

the judge feels the pronouncer’s pronunciation does not match the pronunciation specified in the 

spelling of the Word in the Quran Spelling Bee List 2016, then the judge will ask the pronouncer 

to correct the pronunciation.   

Speller’s Responsibility   

1. Face the judge when spelling The Quran Word.   

2. Repeat The Word then Spell it.   

3. Repeat The Word again then say the meaning.   

4. Speller should speak loud enough to be understood by the judge.   

5. Speller may ask pronouncer to repeat The Word.   

6. The speller can write The Word on paper before spelling and look at paper while spelling.   

The Quran Word Lists   

1. The Quran Spelling Bee Club (Q-Bee) will provide 50 Words for each grade level KG to 8th. 

These 50 Words should be used to decide who will be the 3 winner for that grade level. These 3    

winners will in turn represent their grade in their level competition at the school level. In addition, 

there are same 50 Words for all high school spellers (grades 9 to 12). You can use these same 50 
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Words for each grade in high school to find the top winner for 9th grade, 10th grade, 11th grade 

and 12th grade.    

2. There will be 4 levels as mentioned above, and 3 winners from each respective grade will compete 

to win Level 1, 2,3 or 4.    

3. The Q-Bee officials of each school will decide which Words to use and the order in which to use 

The Words from the lists provided by Q-Bee for the Level competitions of their school. It is 

recommended to use The Words in some form of random order which the spellers are not aware.   

4. The Quran Word Lists 2016 for KG, 1st, 2nd should be used for Level 1 competition (elementary 

level (a) ).    

5. The Quran Word Lists 2016 for  3rd, 4th, 5th should be used for Level 2 competition (elementary 

level(b) )  

6. The Quran Word Lists 2016 for 6th, 7th, and 8th should be used for Level 3 competition.   

7. The Quran Word Lists 2016 for 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th should be used for Level 4 competition.    

Rules of Spelling The Quran Words   

1. Misspelling a Word even by one letter takes a speller out of the competition.   

2. Missing a harakah or not knowing the meaning of the word counts as 1 mistake.   

3. The speller drops out of the competition when he/she makes the 3rd mistake.   

4. The speller can write The Word down before saying it and he/she may look at the paper while 

spelling The Word.   

5. The judge may ask the student to spell The Word again if it is needed.    

6. Once the pronouncer says The Word until the judge declares judgment on the spelling/meaning, 

the speller must face the judge and cannot look at/communicate with anyone.   

7. The Pronouncer cannot say anything more than pronounce The Word.   

8. The judge cannot say more than declare his/her judgment.   

9. The spelling and meaning of each Quran Word on the lists is provided before the competition.   

10. The speller is encouraged to study the lists provided by The Quran Spelling Bee Club (Q-Bee).   

   

11. For IQra competition, the spellings provided by the Q-Bee will only be considered by the judge to 

declare judgment of the correctness of the spelling given by the speller.   

12. For IQra competition, the meanings provided by the Q-Bee will only be considered by the judge 

to declare judgment of the correctness of the meaning given by the speller.   

13. There may be few Words that have 1 more way of spelling that Word. This will be given as well.    
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14. If we go through all The Words of the respective level and there are more than one contestant 

remaining in the last round then the judge will start using Words from the next level.   

15. If  we go through all 500 Words and there is still more than one speller remaining in the last 

round, then the judge will consider the number of mistakes of each contestant to decide  who the 

winners  will be (first, second and third place). If there is a tie, then the judge will pick a Word 

from The Quran.   

16. In The Quran you can find the same Word with different meanings; if the speller says a meaning 

that does not exist in the list, the judge will decide if the said meaning is correct.   
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Spelling Table   

   

 

 Character  Spelling     

   Hamzah-on-Alif أ 

   Hamzah-under-Alif   إ

   Hamzah-on-line   ء

   Alif   ا

   Hamzah-on-Naberah ـئـ 

   Hamzah-on-waw   ؤ

    ا 
Alif  Sagheerah 

   Ba   ب

   ت
Ta   

   Tha   ث

   ج
Jeem   

   H’a   ح

   Kha   خ

   Dal   د

   Thal   ذ

   Ra   ر
 

 

    Spelling   

   س
Seen   

   ش
Sheen   

   ص
Sad   

   ض
Dhad   

   ط
T’a   

   ظ
Th’a   

   ع
Ein   

   غ
Ghein   

   ف
Fa   

   ق
Qaf   

   ك
Kaf   

   ل
Lam   

  م ِ
Meem   

   ن
Noon   

   هـ
Ha   

   و
Waw   

   Ya  ي 

   Zay   ز
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